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Abstract
Inference has long been emphasized in the comprehension of verbal and visual narratives.
Here, we measured event-related brain potentials to visual sequences designed to elicit
inferential processing. In Impoverished sequences, an expressionless “onlooker” watches an
undepicted event (e.g., person throws a ball for a dog, then watches the dog chase it) just prior to
a surprising finale (e.g., someone else returns the ball), which should lead to an inference (i.e.,
the different person retrieved the ball). Implied sequences alter this narrative structure by adding
visual cues to the critical panel such as a surprised facial expression to the onlooker implying
they saw an unexpected, albeit undepicted, event. In contrast, Expected sequences show a
predictable, but then confounded, event (i.e., dog retrieves ball, then different person returns it),
and Explicit sequences depict the unexpected event (i.e., different person retrieves then returns
ball). At the critical penultimate panel, sequences representing depicted events (Explicit,
Expected) elicited a larger posterior positivity (P600) than the relatively passive events of an
onlooker (Impoverished, Implied), though Implied sequences were slightly more positive than
Impoverished sequences. At the subsequent and final panel, a posterior positivity (P600) was
greater to images in Impoverished sequences than those in Explicit and Implied sequences,
which did not differ. In addition, both sequence types requiring inference (Implied,
Impoverished) elicited a larger frontal negativity than those explicitly depicting events
(Expected, Explicit). These results show that neural processing differs for visual narratives
omitting events versus those depicting events, and that the presence of subtle visual cues can
modulate such effects presumably by altering narrative structure.
Keywords: visual language; comics; narrative; Visual Narrative Grammar; discourse; inference;
event-related potentials
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1. Introduction
Inference has long been emphasized as primary to the comprehension of visual
narratives, such as those found in comics or films (Bordwell, 1985, 2007; Branigan, 1992;
Chatman, 1978; Eisenstein, 1942; Magliano, Dijkstra, & Zwaan, 1996; McCloud, 1993;
Saraceni, 2001; Yus, 2008). While inferences play an important role for making sense of all
image-to-image relationships, some sequences make use of storytelling techniques that are aimed
expressly at eliciting inferences from a reader. Consider Figure 1a.

Figure 1. Visual narrative sequences requiring bridging inferences between the penultimate and
final panels. a. Sequence with no visual cues in the third panel to suggest an event occurring off
panel (Schulz, 2004). b. Sequence with subtle cues in third panel conveying that an event occurs
off panel. Peanuts is © Peanuts Worldwide LLC.
This early Peanuts strip features a structure commonly used by Charles Schulz (Cohn,
2013a), where Charlie Brown reaches back (panel 1) and throws a ball, which Snoopy chases
(panel 2) as Charlie Brown watches (panel 3). In the final panel, Charlie Brown (and the reader)
is then surprised as it is Linus, not Snoopy, who returns with the ball in his mouth. The humor
presumably comes from the reanalysis of prior events in light of the confounded expectations in
the final panel (Attardo & Raskin, 1991; Coulson, 2001), but it is facilitated by the ambiguity of
the third panel—if Linus had appeared there, the subsequent panel would not be as funny. This
sequence uses a pattern common in visual narratives, namely, a penultimate “pause” panel that
delays the punchline (Cohn, 2013a). However, because this “pause” only shows Charlie looking,
it offers no clue that an unusual event is about to happen. Compare this to Figure 1b, which is
identical to Figure 1a with the exception that the third panel not only shows Charlie Brown, but
shows him with an exclamation mark in a balloon. This subtle change in the graphic elements
that compose the image suggests some event outside of view, though it remains unclear exactly
what that event is. In both cases, the reader must infer the missing event (i.e., Linus’s retrieval)
from the depiction in the final panel combined with the prior context.
In discourse terms, the final panel in both of these sequences requires a bridging
inference (Haviland & Clark, 1974; McNamara & Magliano, 2009), a mental “filling-in” of
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information that is necessary to maintain discourse/semantic coherence. If such an inference is
not made about what Linus (and Snoopy) were doing “off-panel,” the depicted sequence would
make less sense overall. Inferential processes like these are a ubiquitous and necessary part of
comprehending both verbal and visual discourses (Magliano et al., 1996; McCloud, 1993;
McNamara & Magliano, 2009; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998), filling in the unexpressed
information required to build a situation model of the narrative (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983).
Generally, successful inference of missing information in a visual narrative increases with age
and experience reading comics (for review, see Nakazawa, 2005), as does the capacity to
produce visual narratives where the frame acts like a “window” on a scene (Wilson & Wilson,
1987).
Given that both sequences in Figure 1 rely on bridging inferences to be understood
(indeed, the same bridging inference), what characterizes the difference between them? Although
inferences are semantic in nature, they can be influenced by the narrative structure of the
sequential images. The difference between Figure 1a and 1b can be characterized by Visual
Narrative Grammar (VNG), which describes a system for packaging meaning into a sequence
using architectural constraints similar to the way that meaning is packaged by syntax in written
or spoken sentences (Cohn, 2013b). Note that the units of visual narratives (images) typically
convey more semantic information than the units of sentences (words), giving them an
information structure more akin to discourse-level semantics than to sentence-level semantics.
That said, our analogy between syntax and visual narrative applies to the structural principles of
the systems (categories, hierarchy, etc.) which organize this semantic information into a coherent
message and not to their meaning (see Cohn, 2013b for details).
In VNG, a sequence canonically starts with an Establisher, which introduces the
characters, often with a passive action. A sequence then gets underway with an Initial, climaxes
at a Peak, and ends in a Release, which provides a resolution or coda for the Peak. Because
Peaks hold the primary information of the sequence, readers are highly sensitive to their absence
(Cohn, 2014). Yet, despite the culmination of a sequence in a Peak, punchlines often occur in
Releases.
According to VNG, the first panel in Figure 1 introduces the characters, like an
Establisher, but also displays characteristics of an Initial, since Charlie reaches back in a
preparatory position presumably to throw the ball for Snoopy to chase. The second panel is a
Peak, since Charlie completes the act of throwing the ball. However, this panel also starts a new
interaction: Snoopy fetching the ball. Thus, this panel motivates a second role at a higher level—
the first and second panels together form a constituent that serves as an Initial for the subsequent
sequence. The final panel is a Release, where the sequence resolves humorously.
What then is the role of the third panel in each sequence? In Figure 1a, the third panel
appears superficially to be a Prolongation—a spatial or temporal extension following an Initial
that often prolongs the reader from reaching the Peak. This delay is fairly uninformative about
the presumably ongoing undepicted event. Moreover, this sequence appears to have no
“culminating” panel—i.e., no Peak—that shows the primary event of the sequence (Linus taking
the ball instead of, or from, Snoopy). Although Figure 1b also does not explicitly show this event
(Linus getting the ball), both Charlie’s facial expression and the exclamation mark in a balloon
imply an ongoing event off-image. Because these cues imply a culminating event (!), VNG
would identify this panel as the Peak. In sum, according to VNG, Figure 1a and 1b both require
a semantic inference but differ in the structural information supporting that inference: the third
panel in Figure 1b is more informative than that in Figure 1a.
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Despite the minimal differences between Panel 3 in Figure 1a and 1b, there are several
reasons to believe that the panel plays a more structural role in 1b (as a Peak) than in 1a (as a
Prolongation). For example, one can imagine a sequence adding Panel 3 of Figure 1b after the
penultimate panel in Figure 1a—making a narratively coherent sequence where the impoverished
Prolongation panel delays this slightly more informative Peak panel. Given the option of
omitting panels from a narrative sequence, participants rarely delete Initials and Peaks, choosing
to delete Establishers, Prolongations, and Releases instead (Cohn, 2014, Experiment 3).
Likewise, in a complementary task, when asked to locate missing panels given a 3-panel
sequence, participants recognized missing Initials and Peaks more often than other categories,
like Prolongations (Cohn, 2014, Experiment 4). Peaks clearly play a central role in visual
narratives.
As in this prior work, both Figures 1a and 1b omit content from the sequence. Moreover,
they omit the same information—in both cases we do not see a panel of Linus taking the ball
instead of Snoopy—and call for an inference. What differs is that one image suggests at an event
via its content (Figure 1b) while the other does not (Figure 1a). We can ask to what extent, if at
all, is the processing of Peaks impacted by this slight difference in two sequences both with
impoverished semantic representations?
Previous work has examined the role of semantically impoverished, yet narratively
felicitous, panels in sequential images that demand inference. “Action stars”, for example, are a
conventionalized panel using a star-shaped “flash”—often with an onomatopoeia like Pow!—to
depict a sudden violent event, especially an impact (Cohn, 2013a, 2013b). These panels suggest
an event, but provide no overt referential information about characters or specific actions, and
thus demand inference. Participants’ self-paced viewing times for action stars that replaced Peak
panels were shorter than for empty panels in the same sequential position, and both of these
panels were shorter than for fully coherent Peaks, which in turn were shorter than for anomalous
Peak panels (Cohn & Wittenberg, 2015). That times are shorter for action stars, even though they
contain more visual information than empty panels, suggests that an action star may play a
narrative role as a Peak in the sequence. These results suggest that we may find processing
differences between panels that play a more structural role as Peaks (like Figure 1b) than those
that do not (like Figure 1a). In addition, we expect differences between both of these
semantically impoverished images compared with those that fully depict events (such as an
image explicitly showing Linus taking the ball).
Though structural differences may be assessed at the critical panel (i.e., the third panel of
Figure 1), the full assessment of structure and inference should occur at the subsequent panel.
Indeed, we found that panels following either action stars or blank panels were both viewed
longer than panels after coherent Peaks with fully depicted scenes, suggesting that there may be a
cost for omitting information—i.e., for demanding inference of the undepicted events (see also
Baggett, 1975). However, viewing times to panels following action stars and blank panels did
not differ from those following anomalous panels, despite their impacting the structure and
semantics of the sequence in different ways. Anomalous panels should not just demand
inference, but should be fully incongruous to the sequence (Sitnikova, Holcomb, & Kuperberg,
2008b; West & Holcomb, 2002). Perhaps viewing times were not sensitive enough to detect such
differences.
Research on sequential images using event-related brain potentials (ERPs)—which are
arguably more sensitive to functional processing than viewing times—indicates that differences
may be expected to manipulations that impact semantics and structure in different ways. The
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processing of meaning has typically been associated with the N400, a negative-going deflection
from 300 to 500 milliseconds post-stimulus onset, thought to reflect the activation state of the
input in semantic memory (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). Though first described for the
processing of language (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980), N400s also appear to individual (Barrett,
Rugg, & Perrett, 1988) and sequential images. For example, larger N400s are evoked by
incongruous and/or unexpected images in visual narratives and visual events compared to
congruous images (Amoruso et al., 2013; Cohn, Paczynski, Jackendoff, Holcomb, & Kuperberg,
2012; Reid & Striano, 2008; West & Holcomb, 2002).
The manipulation of structure in sequential images elicits different neural responses. One
such response, the P600, is a centro-parietal positivity peaking around 600ms, first associated
with manipulations of syntactic structure in language (Hagoort, Brown, & Groothusen, 1993;
Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992). P600s in sequential images are evinced when the narrative
grammar, and not the semantics, of a sequence is manipulated, such as when a sequence requires
a reanalysis of the constituent structures (Cohn, Jackendoff, Holcomb, & Kuperberg, 2014).
Sometimes P600 amplitude modulations also appear, often in combination with N400
modulations, when internal aspects of images are violated, such as when actions are carried out
with the wrong item, such as cutting a cake with an iron (Amoruso et al., 2013; Sitnikova et al.,
2008b), when lines depicting motion are drawn in the wrong direction (Cohn & Maher, 2015), or
when aspects of a scene are out of place (Võ & Wolfe, 2013). As in studies of language, these
positivities seem to appear when the incoming stimulus demands an update or reanalysis of both
structure and meaning built from the ongoing context (Kuperberg, 2007, 2013; Sitnikova,
Holcomb, & Kuperberg, 2008a), and thereby may be connected to more general processes of
mental model updating (Donchin & Coles, 1988).
Contrary to our findings of similar viewing times to panels following action stars, blank
panels, and anomalous panels, these ERP results would suggest different mechanisms for the
comprehension of critical panels with different contributions from structure and semantics. In
Figures 1a and 1b, both sequences would seem to demand the same degree of semantic
inference—given equivalent ambiguity about undepicted events—but they differ narratively in
how they provide information about an unseen event to a comprehender. Given that such
information involves an updating of a situation model of the broader context, we expect this
difference would manifest as a larger P600 to the final panel of Figure 1a than 1b, as the former
calls for further consideration of its narrative structure. Similar outcomes also would follow from
the observed modulations of P600 amplitudes in language by unexpected, novel, or ambiguous
referential information (such as mismatching pronouns or character changes) given the event
structure of the prior discourse context (Burkhardt, 2006, 2007; Ferretti, Rohde, Kehler, &
Crutchley, 2009; Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2005; van Berkum, Koornneef, Otten, &
Nieuwland, 2007). Posterior positivities similar to P600 effects also appear in good
comprehenders for verbal jokes, where appreciating the humor calls for a reanalysis of the
context (Coulson & Kutas, 2001). These results are consistent with theories that the P600
indexes the detection of a “prediction error” resulting from the mismatch of the top-down
expectations of a broader context, and the bottom-up content of an incoming stimulus
(Kuperberg, 2013). This view aligns with the idea that changes in referential and causal cohesion
across sentences in a discourse will demand updating of a situation model in memory (Zwaan &
Radvansky, 1998). In a similar vein, we hypothesize that the final panel of Figure 1a would elicit
a larger P600 than the final panel of Figure 1b, because subtle cues (such as the exclamation
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mark and facial expression) about an undepicted event in panel 3 of Figure 1b would lead to a
more structurally felicitous sequence than the content of Figure 1a.
Nevertheless, sequences that demand inference, like those in Figures 1a and b, also
should be processed differently than sequences that overtly depict events, such as those that
replace the third panel with a depiction of the explicit event (Linus taking the ball) or the
expected, but then confounded, event (Snoopy retrieving the ball). While inference may motivate
a P600, given the cost of updating a situation model, research on verbal discourse has also
reported N400s to discourse contexts that demand inference. St. George, Mannes, and Hoffman
(1997), for example, found attenuated N400s to words in the final sentences of a discourse
preceded by sentences that encouraged inferences versus those that did not. They argued that the
causal inference facilitated the comprehension of the subsequent sentences. Others likewise have
reported larger N400s to words that afforded bridging inferences across sentences than to those
that merely repeated lexical information (Burkhardt, 2006; Yang, Perfetti, & Schmalhofer, 2007)
as well as modulations of the N400 effect by the strength of the causal inference demanded by
connecting clauses of a discourse (Kuperberg, Paczynski, & Ditman, 2011). These findings
suggest we too might obtain larger N400 effects to sequences that demand inference at the final
panel, like those in Figure 1, when compared to sequences that depict events overtly.
In addition to inference between sentences in discourse, a later frontal negativity starting
around 500ms has been observed in contexts related to the inference of event information that
arises from compositional demands within sentences. For example, frontal negativities have
appeared when sentence structures imply additive or iterative events (e.g., For several minutes
the cat pounced on the rubber mouse suggests repeated pouncing) though such information is not
provided in the sentence outright (Bott, 2010; Paczynski, Jackendoff, & Kuperberg, 2014).
Similar negativities have appeared in other contexts requiring complex mappings between
semantics and syntax (Baggio, van Lambalgen, & Hagoort, 2008; Wittenberg, Paczynski, Wiese,
Jackendoff, & Kuperberg, 2014), and they have been interpreted as reflecting an increase in
working memory demands related to generating an appropriate event representation given
complex mappings to sentence structures. Given that the sequences in Figure 1 also negotiate a
complex relationship between narrative structure and the events being conveyed, we may
hypothesize that such sequences would evince a similar anterior negativity. However, no directly
comparable precedents have appeared in research of visual narratives, though left lateralized
anterior negativities appear to violations of narrative structure in sequential images (Cohn et al.,
2014; Cohn et al., 2012).
Given these precedents, we therefore set out to answer our two primary questions: First,
can we find evidence of processing differences between visual sequences like those in Figure 1,
which omit event information, when compared to overt depictions of events? Second, will
processing vary between sequences that both require inference generation, but differ with regard
to narrative structure, as in Figure 1a versus 1b? To examine these issues, we presented
participants with four types of sequences while measuring event-related potentials: Impoverished
sequences (Figure 1a), Implied sequences (Figure 1b), Expected sequences (Snoopy retrieving
the ball in the third panel), and Explicit sequences (Linus taking the ball in the third panel).
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2. Material and Methods
2.1. Stimuli
We constructed 120 novel visual sequences drawing from a corpus of panels culled from
twelve volumes of the Complete Peanuts by Charles Schulz (1952-1974), as in several other
studies of visual narrative comprehension (Cohn & Maher, 2015; Cohn & Paczynski, 2013;
Cohn et al., 2012). The overall “sequence-frame” always featured four panels, with the opening
two panels providing the context and initiation of the event, the third and critical panel differing
for each of the four experimental conditions, and the critical final panel in the fourth position.
As depicted in Figure 2a, Impoverished sequences featured a critical panel with a
“onlooker” character with a passive non-emotive expression on their face. In Implied sequences,
as in 2b the third panel differed from that in the Impoverished condition by virtue of speech
balloons containing either a question mark (?) or exclamation mark (!), and/or subtle changes in
emotion of the face (exasperated eyes, open mouth) and/or body posture (outstretched arms,
“surprised” body positions, etc.). We expected the inference of event information in both the
Impoverished and Implied sequences. By contrast, two additional sequence types used critical
panels in which the event information was provided and thus should not need to be inferred. In
Expected sequences, the critical third panel showed an event that was congruous with the prior
context, as in Figure 2c where Snoopy retrieves the ball. However, the final panel in these
sequences is inconsistent with this information, and thus should appear as anomalous. The third
panel of Explicit sequences overtly provides the event which presumably was being inferred in
the Impoverished or Implied sequences. In Figure 2d, this event is Linus instead of Snoopy going
towards the ball, which should be somewhat surprising at the critical panel, but should lead to a
congruous final panel.

Figure 2. Example experimental stimuli using a single sequence-frame with multiple critical
panels.
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Note that only 30% (36 of 120) of all final events featured a change in referential
information (different characters, changes in expected objects, etc.), as in the example in Figure
1; some showed unexpected causal and/or temporal event outcomes. For example, Charlie
Brown hitting a baseball in the opening might reveal that by the end that the ball only landed a
short distance away. In terms of the narrative structure, Impoverished and Implied critical panels
were always categorized as Prolongations or Peaks respectively in VNG. However, Expected and
Explicit critical panels were either Initials or Peaks, depending on whether the final panel was a
Peak or a Release, respectively. Additional example stimuli can be found in the supplementary
materials posted online: http://www.visuallanguagelab.com/P/gacbgac_supplement.pdf.
Critical panels from the Explicit and Expected conditions were crossed such that all
panels appearing in the Explicit condition for one sequence-frame appeared in the Expected
condition of a different sequence-frame. Sequence types were distributed into four lists using a
Latin Square design such that each sequence-frame appeared only once per list, and participants
viewed each critical panel only once. We then randomized these four lists into three different
orders each, yielding twelve randomized orders overall. In addition to the experimental sequence
types, each list contained 60 filler sequences ranging between 5 to 8 panels in length and ending
with sequence-final anomalies. These fillers were included to prevent participants from
predicting that unexpected endings would only appear in the fourth ordinal position.
2.2. Participants
Thirty-six comic readers (13 men, 23 women, mean age: 20.3) were recruited from the
UC San Diego community. All participants gave their informed written consent according the
guidelines of the UCSD Human Research Protections Program. Prior to experimentation,
participants answered the Visual Language Fluency Index (VLFI) questionnaire which assessed
their expertise in understanding visual narratives based on the frequency with which they read
comic books, comic strips, graphic novels, and Japanese comics, as well as drew comics, both
currently and while growing up (http://www.visuallanguagelab.com/resources.html). Frequency
measurements used a seven-point scale (1=never, 7=always), and the questionnaire also gauged
their self-assessed “expertise” at reading and drawing comics along a five-point scale (1=below
average, 5=above average). A “VLFI score” was then computed according to the following
formula:
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐  𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞. 𝑥  𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝐴𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛  𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐  𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞.
+
𝑥  𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐  𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑒
2

This formula weighted fluency for comic reading comprehension, giving an additional
“bonus” for fluency in comic production. Previous research has demonstrated that the fluency
score produced by this metric correlates with neurophysiological effects in the online
comprehension of visual narratives (Cohn & Maher, 2015; Cohn et al., 2012). Self-defined
“comic readers” were recruited to ensure fluency in the visual language of comics (Cohn,
2013a). An idealized average score along this metric would be 12, with low being below 7 and
high above 20. Participants’ fluency was a high average, with a mean score of 17.43 (SD=7.1,
range=7.5 - 37.5).
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2.3. Procedure
Participants sat in a comfortable chair facing a computer screen in a copper shielded
chamber separate from the experimenter and computers. A trial began with the word READY in
the center of the screen. After a button press, a fixation-cross appeared followed by each panel of
the sequence, one at a time on the center of the screen for 1350ms. Trials ended with a question
mark, at which point participants rated the sequence as either easy or hard to understand by
pressing a single button held in either hand. A 300ms ISI separated all screens, preventing the
appearance of panels from becoming a “flip-book” animation. An equal number of participants
held the “good” and “bad” rating buttons in their right and left hands across all lists. Ten practice
sequences preceded the experimental trials to acclimate participants to the procedure and stimuli.
2.4. Data Analysis
EEG was recorded from 26 tin electrodes evenly distributed across the scalp in a quasigeodesic design (Figure 3). The signal from each electrode site was referenced online to the left
mastoid and then re-referenced offline to the average of the right and left mastoids. To monitor
horizontal eye movements and blinks, electrodes were placed beneath and next to each eye.
Impedances were kept below 5 kΩ for all electrodes. A sampling rate of 250 Hz was used to
digitize the EEG, which was bandpass filtered between 0.01 and 100 Hz with James Long
amplifiers (www.JamesLong.net).
Our analysis focused on the ERPs recorded to the manipulated critical panel in the third
position, the subsequent final panel in the fourth position, and the amplitude differences between
the ERPs to these panels in the epochs of 200-400ms, 400-600ms, 600-900ms. We focused our
statistical analysis of Sequence Types (Impoverished, Implied, Explicit, Expected) across 16
electrode sites that evenly divided 8 electrodes each into factors of Hemisphere (left, right),
Laterality (lateral, medial), and Anterior-Posterior Distribution (prefrontal, frontal, parietal, and
occipital), as depicted in Figure 3. Our within-subjects ANOVA looked for main effects and
interactions of Sequence Type, Hemisphere, and AP Distribution. Significant interactions were
followed by targeted ANOVAs within each of the four quadrants (right/left - anterior/posterior)
for pairwise relations between Sequence Types.
Finally, to investigate the influence of comic reading experience on our results, we ran
Pearson’s correlations with an alpha level set to .05 between VLFI scores and the mean
amplitude differences averaged across all electrode sites at the critical panel and final panel.
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Figure 3. Electrode montage, illustrating 16 electrode sites analyzed across Hemisphere,
Laterality, and Anterior-Posterior Distribution, as well as Quadrants used in follow up analyses.
3. Results
3.1. Comprehensibility judgment
Sequences with overt representation of events were rated higher than those demanding
inference: Explicit sequences were judged as the most comprehensible (M=.83, SD=.12),
followed by Expected sequences (M=.74, SD=.17), Implied sequences (M=.72, SD=.14), and
Impoverished sequences (M=.71, SD=.15). Nevertheless, all critical sequences were rated
significantly above chance (.5), meaning that participants judged all sequences as fairly
comprehensible (all ts > 8.24, all ps < .001). This differed substantially from the low ratings to
the filler sequences with sequence-final anomalies (M=.37, SD=.23), which were judged as
significantly less comprehensible than chance, t(35)=-3.32, p<.005, and lower than all
experimental sequence types (all ts > 9.69, all ps < .001).
Experimental sequences also differed from each other, F(3,105)=17.49, p<.001. Explicit
sequences were more comprehensible than all other sequences (all ts < -3.9, all ps < .005).
Expected sequences trended as more comprehensible than Impoverished sequences t(35)=-.1.88,
p=.068, but no difference was found between Implied and Impoverished or Expected sequences
(all ts > -.93, all ps < .346).
3.2. Event-related brain potentials
3.2.1. Critical panel
We found no significant differences between Sequence Types within the 200-400ms
epoch at the first critical panel. However, in the 400-600ms and 600-900ms epochs we found
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significant main effects of Sequence Type, along with interactions between Sequence Type and
AP Distribution (see Table 1 for statistics). Follow up analyses in the 400-600ms epoch found
significant main effects of Sequence Type in all posterior regions (Fs > 12.6, all ps < .001).
Significant interactions between Sequence Type and AP Distribution appeared in all anterior
regions (all Fs > 5.48, all ps < .01). In the 600-900ms epoch, significant main effects and
interactions appeared at all regions (all Fs > 4.03, all ps < .01).
Impoverished critical panels were more negative than all other sequence types, followed
by Implied, Explicit, and Expected panels (see Figure 4). Impoverished panels were more
negative than Implied panels starting in the 400-600ms epoch only in the posterior regions, as
evidenced by a main effect of Sequence Type in the right posterior region, F(1,35)=4.4, p<.05,
and interactions approaching significance between Sequence Type and AP Distribution in both
posterior regions (all Fs > 3.5, all ps < .069). This effect grew at the 600-900ms epoch with
significant main effects in the right posterior and anterior regions (all Fs > 8.84, all ps < .01), and
a trending main effect in the left posterior region, F(1,35)=3.46, p=.071.
Explicit panels were more positive than Implied panels, with a posterior distribution
suggested by significant main effects and interactions in the anterior regions from 600 to 900ms
(all Fs > 4.35, all ps < .05). In addition, the greater positivity shown to Expected than Explicit
panels in the 400-600ms epoch was suggested by a significant main effect in the left posterior
region, F(1,35)=4.9, p<.05.

Figure 4. ERPs time-locked to the critical panel across all sequence types at frontal and centroparietal electrode sites.
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Table 1. Results of ANOVAs comparing each sequence type at the Critical Panel, Final Panel,
and the difference between these panels. ST = Sequence Type, AP = Anterior-Posterior
Distribution, H = Hemisphere. F-values are given.
Critical Panel
All Sequence Types
ST
ST x AP
ST x H
ST x AP x H
Impoverished - Implied
ST

400600

600900

7.5***
3.65**
*
2.19^
0.47

9.9***
4.21**
*
2.14^
0.279

Final Panel

	
   200400

	
  

2.8*
6.43**
*
0.596
1.64

400600

Critical Panel - Final Panel
600900

	
   200-

400600

400

3.68*

0.896
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3.2.2. Final panel
At the final panel of the sequence, differences between sequence types appeared in the
earlier, 200-400ms epoch, where we found main effects of Sequence Type and a Sequence Type
by AP Distribution interaction (Table 1). Follow up analyses again found main effects and/or
interactions at all regions across the scalp (all Fs > 2.8, all ps < .05). Similar trending or
significant main effects and/or interactions appeared to all regions within the 400-600ms epoch
(all Fs > 2.3, all ps < .08). However, in the 600-900ms region, only Sequence Type by AP
Distribution interactions appeared for the omnibus analysis (see Table 1) and within each region
(all Fs > 3.2, all ps < .05).
ERPs at the final panel appeared to have two distinct effects, depicted in Figure 5. First, a
posterior positivity appeared between 400 and 900ms, maximal in the 400-600ms epoch. This
effect was the most positive to panels in Impoverished sequences, intermediate to panels in
Implied and Explicit sequences, and the least positive to those in Expected sequences.
Impoverished panels were more positive than Implied panels in the left posterior region in 200400ms epoch, suggested by a significant Sequence Type by AP Distribution interaction,
F(1,35)=6.13, p<.05. In the 400-600ms epoch, main effects of Sequence Type appeared in both
posterior regions (all Fs > 4.9, all ps < .05), but this difference disappeared by the 600-900ms
epoch (all Fs < 2.8, all ps > .098).
Final panels in Implied and Explicit sequences differed only marginally, with interactions
between Sequence Types and AP Distribution appearing between 200 and 400ms F(1,35)=9.7,
p<.01, and then again between 600 and 900ms, F(1,35)=5.3, p<.05. These intermediate ERPs to
Implied panels were only somewhat more positive than those in Expected sequences, suggested
by near significant interactions between Sequence Type and AP Distribution in both posterior
regions from 400 to 900ms (all Fs > 3.64, all ps < .065). Final panels in Explicit sequences were
larger in amplitude than Expected panels in both posterior regions between 200 and 400ms
(interactions in both regions, all Fs > 11.4, all ps < .001), though this interaction reduced to only
the left posterior region between 400 and 600ms F(1,35)=13.1, p<.01, and disappeared fully
between 600 and 900ms.
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Figure 5. ERPs time-locked to the final panel across all sequence types at frontal and centroparietal electrode sites.
In addition, a frontal negativity was shown to panels in Implied sequences, then
Impoverished sequences, and finally to final panels in Expected and then Explicit sequences.
Panels in Implied sequences were more negative than those in Impoverished sequences in an
anterior and leftward distribution, with main effects of Sequence Type appearing in anterior
regions within the 200-400ms epoch (all Fs > 4.3, all ps < .05), trending in the right anterior
region between 400 and 600ms, F(1,35)=3.7, p=.064, but disappearing by 600 to 900ms (all Fs <
1.65, all ps > .206). Final panels in Implied sequences were more negative than those in
Expected sequences, as evidenced by interactions between Sequence Type and AP Distribution
in the anterior regions in the 200-400ms epoch (all Fs > 4.1, all ps < .05), the 400-600ms epoch
(all Fs > 3.9, all ps < .057) and the 600-900ms epoch (all Fs > 8.1, all ps < .01). Finally, panels in
Expected sequences were more negative than Explicit sequences, with main effects of Sequence
Type in the left anterior region in the 200-400ms, F(1,35)=3.5, p=.069, and 400-600ms epochs,
F(1,35)=4.99, p<.05, but no difference appeared in the right anterior region (all Fs < 1.9, all ps >
.174).
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3.2.3. Final panel – Critical panel
Finally, we assessed whether the changes in amplitude differed for the various sequence
types between critical and final panels (Figure 6). This analysis was undertaken to examine the
impact of the critical manipulation on the overall flow of processing from panel-to-panel. In
other words, how did the processing of information in the critical panel affect the processing of
the subsequent, final panel?
Similar to the ERPs at the final panel, difference waves varied between sequence types in
distinct distributions posteriorly and anteriorly. In the centro-posterior region, differences
between critical and final panels in both Impoverished and Implied sequences were more
positive than those in Explicit or Expected panels. However, this positivity was larger to the
difference between panels in Impoverished sequences than those in Implied sequences, as
evidenced by significant main effects of Sequence Type in posterior regions across all time
windows (all Fs > 4.25, all ps < .05). Explicit sequences showed relatively no amplitude change
between critical and final panels, but this effect was less positive than the difference between
Implied panels in posterior regions, as evidenced by main effects in the 400-600ms epoch (all Fs
> 4.1, all ps < .05), and interactions in the 600-900ms epoch (all Fs > 15.05, all ps < .001). A
widespread centrally distributed negativity appeared between critical panels in Expected
sequences, which was more negative than differences in Explicit sequences from 200 to 600ms
(interactions in both regions, all Fs > 5.89, all ps < .05).
This order of sequence types was mostly inverted in the anterior regions, where
differences between panels in Implied sequences showed a larger negativity than differences
between panels in Impoverished sequences, with main effects in the 200-400ms epoch in both
anterior regions (all Fs > 4.07, all ps < .052), and main effects in the right anterior region from
400 to 900ms (all Fs > 6.04, all ps < .05). The difference between panels in Impoverished
sequences was in turn larger than to those in Expected sequences with significant interactions
appearing from 200 to 900ms in all anterior regions (all Fs > 6.8, all ps < .05). Finally, the
difference between Expected panels was more negative than between Explicit panels only in the
400-600ms epoch, suggested by main effects in both anterior regions (all Fs > 5.35, all ps < .05).
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Figure 6. Difference waves between the critical and final panel across all sequence types at
frontal and centro-parietal electrode sites.
3.3. Visual Language Fluency
A near significant positive correlation appeared between VLFI scores and the difference
between critical Impoverished and Implied panels in the 600-900ms epoch, r(34)=.322, p=.056.
At the final panel, a significant positive correlation appeared between VLFI scores and the
difference between Implied and Expected panels in the 200-400ms epoch, r(34)=.365, p<.05.
Finally, a positive correlation appeared between VLFI scores and the amplitude difference
between critical panels and final panels for Implied sequences in the 200-400ms epoch,
r(34)=351, p<.05. In all cases, these correlations implied that more experienced readers had a
larger effect between sequence types.
4. Discussion
Our experiment asked two questions: 1) Can we find evidence of neural processing
differences between visual narrative (comic strip) sequences that depict events overtly versus
those where events are omitted (replaced by a passive onlooker)? and 2) Will processing vary
between sequence types that are similar in that they both omit event information, but differ in
their narrative structure? Overall, we hypothesized that visual sequences with absent critical
information, presumed to rely on inference for their understanding, would incur greater costs
than those that provide information overtly, whether expected or explicit.
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At the critical panel, we observed a late positivity across sequence types between 400 and
900ms over posterior sites. In line with the proposal that late positivities (P600s) reflect the
updating or revision of a mental model (Donchin & Coles, 1988)—be it in language (Hoeks &
Brouwer, 2014; Kuperberg, 2013), visual events (Amoruso et al., 2013; Sitnikova et al., 2008b),
or visual narratives (Cohn et al., 2014; Cohn & Maher, 2015)—larger positivities aligned with
greater changes in event structure relative to their coherence with a prior context. The largest
positivities occurred to Expected and Explicit critical panels, where event information was
directly depicted and thereby progressed the narrative structure. However, images that were less
contiguous (Explicit) with their prior context were more positive than those with greater
continuity (Expected). Event information changed less between the prior context and
Impoverished and Implied critical panels—which evinced the least positivity. These images
depicted only a character passively watching off-panel, and thus presumably required less
revision of the mental model. However, the visual cues in Implied critical panels suggested an
off-panel event, and thereby provided more information to the narrative (a Peak) than
Impoverished panels, where little changed in the situation (a Prolongation). This difference was
associated with a larger positivity to Implied than Impoverished critical panels.
A similar posterior positivity appeared at the subsequent (and final) image, where
Impoverished final panels evoked a greater positivity than Explicit and Implied panels, which did
not differ, and were more positive than Expected final panels. These findings again accord with
the view that the positivities index a revision of the mental model of the scene (Donchin &
Coles, 1988; Kuperberg, 2007, 2013), here as a response to the prior, manipulated critical panel.
The largest positivity was seen for Impoverished final panels, where no prior events had either
depicted or implied what was to happen, and thus called for the greatest updating of structure
when this panel appeared. Though Implied sequences also did not show the prior event, the
positivity to their final panels were less positive than those in Impoverished sequences,
equivalent to Explicit final panels, which were contiguous with the preceding fully-depicted
events. It seems then that the implication of unseen event information in Implied sequences and
the depiction of a full event have the same consequence in terms of information delivery and
consequent mental model updating as indexed by the amplitude of the late positivity to the final
panel. Taken at face value this suggests that both the Implied and Explicit critical panels may
have played a similar structural role in revealing event information to a comprehender (i.e., as
narrative Peaks), despite differing in their semantic content (i.e., explicit vs. inferred events).
Late positivities (P600s) to visual events have typically been elicited by violations of
event representations (Amoruso et al., 2013; Cohn & Maher, 2015; Sitnikova et al., 2008b) or of
narrative constituent structure (Cohn et al., 2014). However, our sequences do not contain overt
incongruities; indeed, participants rated all sequences as fairly comprehensible. To the extent that
this late positivity is consistent with those in prior studies, this response would seem to appear to
events in various contexts, not just to violations.
In line with this view, recent neuroimaging work comparing coherent comic strips to
scrambled strips showed that the temporal-parietal junction and superior temporal sulcus (STS)
were activated at every image (Osaka, Yaoi, Minamoto, & Osaka, 2014). The STS has been
speculated to be a neural generator for P600 effects in language (Kuperberg et al., 2003). Taken
together, these positivities may reflect ongoing integration and/or (re)analysis of prior structure
(Hoeks & Brouwer, 2014; Kuperberg, 2013) throughout processing of all sequential images.
Such a process is consistent with discourse theories according to which a mental model is
updated whenever it encounters changes across various semantic dimensions, including events,
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characters, locations, etc. (Magliano & Zacks, 2011; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998) as well as those
according to which the P600 indexes subprocesses involved in building such mental
representations (Brouwer, Fitz, & Hoeks, 2012). With regard to our sequence types, this process
manifests when the comprehender encounters different event depictions and/or characters at the
critical panel and their structural resolution at the final panel.
This interpretation is supported further by the amplitude differences between the critical
and final panels. We undertook this analysis to further assess the narrative “flow” from panel-topanel across our four sequence types: specifically to examine how acquiring different
information at one panel affect the processing of the subsequent panel. Impoverished sequences
showed the greatest positivity effect between panel positions, suggesting that the absence of
information in the critical panel calls for a large revision of the mental model of the scene once
further information is made available. The Explicit and Implied sequences did not maintain the
same change in amplitude between panel positions, as might be suggested by their relatively
equal amplitudes at the final panel alone. Explicit sequences showed relatively little amplitude
change between critical and final panels, suggesting that the content of the final panel confirmed
the expectations of continuity made at the prior, critical panel. By contrast, Implied sequences
showed a distinct positive effect between panels—suggesting that some updating of context was
indeed required between these panels, though not as much as when no event information was
implied, as in Impoverished sequences.
Insofar as our interpretation of this positivity is correct, the pattern of results are not
consistent with a view of P600s as strictly an index of syntactic or combinatorial processing
(e.g., Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, 2008; Hagoort, Baggio, & Willems, 2009; Kos,
Vosse, Van Den Brink, & Hagoort, 2010; Kuperberg, 2007), even if that syntax falls within the
visual domain—i.e., a narrative grammar (Cohn et al., 2014). Rather, this pattern of results falls
more in line with theories linking the P600 to mechanisms of mental model integration (Brouwer
et al., 2012), prediction error (Kuperberg, 2013), and more generally the class of models that
allow for domain-general processing (Kuperberg, 2013; Patel, 2003; Sitnikova et al., 2008a).
In addition, at the final panel, a larger frontal negativity appeared between 200 and
600ms to panels in Implied than Impoverished sequences, which in turn was larger than those in
Expected and then Explicit sequences. Widespread negativities (N400s) in this time window
have previously been seen to unexpected or incongruous semantic events in visual sequences
(Amoruso et al., 2013; Cohn et al., 2012; Reid & Striano, 2008; West & Holcomb, 2002). If
these negativities are N400s, then it may suggest that Implied and Impoverished sequences are
more incongruous or unexpected than Expected or Explicit sequences. Alternatively, to the
extent that N400s have been implicated in the inference of unstated causal information in verbal
discourse (Burkhardt, 2006; Kuperberg et al., 2011; St. George et al., 1997; Yang et al., 2007),
this pattern could index the inference of undepicted events, given subsequent information. This
interpretation would be consistent with the bridging inferences required by the Implied and
Impoverished but not the Expected or Explicit sequences, and evidence of such inference at the
subsequent-to-critical panel (Cohn & Wittenberg, 2015).
Interpreting this negativity as an N400, however, is hard to reconcile with the pattern of
amplitude differences observed between the critical and final panels. In particular, Expected final
panels should be less semantically congruous with their prior sequence than either Implied or
Impoverished final panels. The expected final panel should result in a semantic incongruity, and
thus an N400 (West & Holcomb, 2002). Indeed, a widespread central negativity resembling an
N400 appeared only between Expected critical and final panels (Figure 6), including an N300
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(peaking near 250ms) that typically precedes the N400s to visual images (McPherson &
Holcomb, 1999; West & Holcomb, 2002). By contrast, the anterior negativity to Implied and
Impoverished sequences patterns differently than those to Expected sequences, and includes no
N300.
On an alternative—and we think more likely—interpretation the frontal negativity does
not index semantic processes (i.e., an N400), but rather relates to working memory demands
created by omitting event information. Frontal negativities have been hypothesized to index
working memory processes in sentence (e.g., Kluender & Kutas, 1993) and discourse processing
(van Berkum, 2009; van Berkum et al., 2007), such as the costs of computing or maintaining
inferred event information within or between sentences (Baggio et al., 2008; Bott, 2010; Coulson
& Kutas, 2001; Paczynski et al., 2014; Wittenberg et al., 2014). When related to inference, such
sustained frontal negativities have connected to the resolution of “deep ambiguities” regarding
the mental model of the discourse (van Berkum, 2009). Frontal negativities in this time window
also have been reported to index working memory search processes for referential information
(the “Nref”), such as for anaphoric relations within discourse (Hoeks & Brouwer, 2014; van
Berkum, 2009). A portion (30%) of our stimuli did indeed include a change in referential
information (as in Figure 1), though it is unclear why such a search process would yield different
amplitude negativities across the Impoverished, Implied, and Expected sequences, as they all
featured them. Since these sequence types did differ in inference generation, we prefer that
account. Anterior negativities with a similar leftward distribution also have been tied to the
processing of narrative grammar in sequential images (Cohn et al., 2014; Cohn et al., 2012).
Under the interpretation that anterior negativities index memory processes related to
inference generation, the absence of explicit event information in both Implied and Impoverished
panels would require additional working memory processes to link the final panel to the previous
context; this would not be required of Expected or Explicit final panels. Implied sequences
would incur even more costs because the cues at the critical panel would activate event
information yet maintain ambiguity, thereby requiring reactivation of these features at the final
panel. On this view, the comparably attenuated frontal negativity to Impoverished sequences
would reflect less working memory demands, because fewer cues would have activated event
information, though this absence also would lead to greater revision of the mental model (i.e.,
P600) when the final panel is encountered. This account is consistent with discourse models that
argue for a reactivation stage of information in working memory in maintaining coherence and
generating inferences with respect to prior contexts (e.g., Kintsch, 1998; Klin & Myers, 1993;
Myers & O'Brien, 1998; Trabasso & Suh, 1993). Whether or not such anterior negativities do
indeed index a process related to inference generation and/or to referential information (i.e., an
Nref) for sequential images, is an open empirical question.
Finally, positive correlations with Visual Language Fluency Index (VLFI) scores
appeared at the critical panel between Impoverished and Implied sequences, at the final panel
between Implied and Expected sequences, and between the critical and final panels for Implied
sequences. In all cases, larger amplitude effects appeared for participants with higher fluency
scores. If these effects are related to inferential processing, they are consistent with findings that
experienced comic readers more accurately infer omitted content in comic strips (Nakazawa,
2005) as well as reported correlations between VLFI scores and viewing times to panels
requiring inference generation (Cohn & Wittenberg, 2015). Prior work has shown that reading
experience factors into discourse processing, including inference generation (e.g., Long, Oppy,
& Seely, 1994, 1997). Given proposals for domain-general cognitive mechanisms operating
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across verbal and visual modalities (Cohn, 2013a; Cohn et al., 2014; Sitnikova et al., 2008a),
these within-domain expertise effects may tap into common underlying processes (e.g.,
Gernsbacher, Varner, & Faust, 1990). However, this remains an open question, as does the extent
to which experience with one modality may aid in the comprehension of another.
Nevertheless, an alternative interpretation may not involve inferential processing. Given
that these correlations with VLFI scores did not appear to all sequences omitting event
information (Impoverished, Implied) against those that did not (Expected, Explicit), perhaps
inferential processing is not the key. Correlations appeared between critical panels of
Impoverished and Implied sequences where inferences may not yet have been forthcoming, and
where the narrative structure was hypothesized to be the primary difference. Accordingly, these
correlations may signal a familiarity with the narrative grammar, not inference generation alone.
This interpretation aligns with previous findings that VLFI scores correlate with ERP effects to
manipulations of narrative grammar (Cohn et al., 2012) and visual cues relevant to narrative
grammar (Cohn & Maher, 2015). In any case, these findings overall provide further evidence
that comprehension of sequential images is modulated by participants’ “fluency” in a visual
language (Cohn, 2013a).
Given our results, it is worth asking: why would Implied and Impoverished-type
sequence constructions appear conventionally in visual narratives if they omit important event
information, and thereby incur costs for updating a mental model (P600) and reactivating
information in memory (frontal negativities)? By withholding relevant information, the author
delays the “payoff” at the finale of the strip, and, where appropriate, may inject humor by
resolving the prior ambiguity in an amusing way (Attardo & Raskin, 1991; Coulson, 2001). On
this point, note that, although participants rated Explicit sequences as the most comprehensible,
Impoverished or Implied sequences should be more humorous (as in Figure 2). Thus, building
narrative tension through ambiguous events and the subsequent resolution of that uncertainty—
as demonstrated by the waveforms at Implied and Impoverished final panels—may contribute to
a more satisfying narrative for a reader. Many theorists have posited that storytelling is more
engaging if it forces the reader to “interact” with the content (Herman, 2009; Zwaan, 2004).
Thus, as has long been emphasized for visual narrative comprehension (McCloud, 1993),
omitting information that subsequently requires context updating, as in our examined sequence
types, may provide a way to engage and “immerse” readers into a visual narrative for a more
rewarding reading experience.
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